
PRESENTATION CHECKLIST!
Take into consideration the below checklist when creating your projects....

All images should be 1000 pixels or more - you can check in Photoshop to be sure - ask in your CAD lessons if you don't know how to check? 

Make sure all your images are high resolution

You should chooses a font that suits your project NOT MYRIAD  Use websites like dafont.com to pick something more individual for free!
However, make sure all the fonts you use are legible e.g. main text shouldn’t all be in upper case or in a font that's too fancy!  Keep fancier fonts to titles/sub titles only!!

Use fonts correctly! 

Your whole reports should flow nicely - using the same fonts, title fonts throughout to give it continuity.

Make sure your report flows

Follow all the points on the graphics good practice handout - downloadable from my UCA.

Follow the Graphics good practice checklist! 

Your CAD lessons are all about us teaching you CAD skills.  We can show you how to create page layouts, draw logos, create graphs etc...  The more you bring to a CAD lesson 
the more you will take away and the better your projects will look!!!

Attend ALL your CAD lessons!!!!



PINTEREST
Pinterest is a great source of inspiration.  
You can start a board and collect layouts 
that inspire you.  Mostly of them are easy 

to re-create in InDesign and we 
can help in your CAD lessons.

Try searching for things like Graphic
 layouts, graphic books, magazine layouts etc.

FASHION & TREND MAGAZINES
The library has loads of fashion, trend and graphics

magazines all providing great inspiration for page layouts.
Take photocopies and scans of layouts that

inspire you and we can help you re-create similar
layouts in your CAD lessons!

WEBSITES
Lots of websites can be inspirational for

layouts too.  Look at their choice of fonts - how they use
title fonts etc...  Look at how they display images etc.

All these ideas should inspire your own projects.

INFORGRAPHICS
All your projects will require you to present findings from your own

primary research such as questionnaires.  There's nothing
more boring to look at than lists of text presenting your findings.

Do a web search for Inforgraphics of look in the library at some of
the inforgraphics books they have available and find new
ways to display bulks of information in an interesting way.

Bring all your page layout inspiration to your CAD lessons and we can help you re-create similar layouts for your own projects.
It’s often a lot more easier than it looks to create simple layouts that look great and really help make your projects look really professional.

BOOKS
Search your own books and library books for layout

ideas and look at how they use fonts.  Note how they have
different fonts and sized fonts to distinguish titles, sub titles 
and main text - your projects should follow the same pattern.

GRAPHICS BOOKS & MAGAZINES
Look in the graphics section in the library and at graphic magazines.

These are also great inspiration for layouts too.  Look at the different ways they display
images - some times cropped into shapes, sometimes taking up whole pages - look how much

information they display on each page to make it easy to digest - don’t overcrowd pages!

SEARCH ‘RETAIL REPORTS’
If you do a web search for ‘retail reports’ or search the retailer
your researching specifically e.g. ‘John Lewis retail report 2014’

often you will get a downloadable or at least a website to view
their reports - these are fantastic inspiration for report layouts.

Google a few to see how they display all their information.
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